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Most Australians live in cities and cling to the coastal fringe, yet our sense of what an

Australian is – or should be – is drawn from the vast and varied inland called the bush. But

what do we mean by 'the bush', and how has it shaped us? Starting with his forebears' battle to

drive back nature and eke a living from the land, Don Watson explores the bush as it was and

as it now is: the triumphs and the ruination, the commonplace and the bizarre, the stories we

like to tell about ourselves and the national character, and those we don't. Via mountain ash

and mallee, the birds and the beasts, slaughter, fire, flood and drought, swagmen, sheep and

their shepherds, the strange and the familiar, the tragedies and the follies, the crimes and the

myths and the hope – here is a journey that only our leading writer of non-fiction could take us

on. At once magisterial in scope and alive with telling, wry detail, The Bush lets us see our

landscape and its inhabitants afresh, examining what we have made, what we have destroyed,

and what we have become in the process. No one who reads it will look at this country the

same way again. 'Nothing he has written quite matches the wonders of The Bush . . . There is

no dull page or even lifeless sentence between its covers and my urge is that if anyone wants a

full blast of what Australia is, was, or might be, thrust The Bush into their hands. Watson seems

to have been preparing to write it all his life, from when he was a small boy (born 1949) open to

wonders on his family's Gippsland dairy farm . . . It's the unalloyed wonder of that small boy . . .

that guides the reader most of all . . . a fountaining freshness of spirit that gives everything he

sees and does the vivacity of being sighted for the first time.' Roger McDonald, The Age

'Flawlessly elegant writing . . . But this is excellent, hard-headed history, too . . . Utterly

mesmerising and entrancing . . . A challenge to contemplate what it really is about this country

that makes us who we think we are . . . A literary-historical odyssey.' Paul Daley, The Guardian

(Australia) 'A loving rumination on Australia, the landmass, and those who live on it and from

it . . . Watson refuses to be captured by easy categorisations or received opinion . . . The writing

is crisp, witty and sardonic . . . Watson is an original, with an authentic, prophetic voice.' John

Hirst, The Monthly 'An overwhelmingly affectionate portrait, one that's never sentimental or

indulgently nostalgic, and one that defiantly resists lamentation . . . There is no doubt that The

Bush stands with Bill Gammage's The Biggest Estate on Earth as one of the most important

books published on the history of this country in recent years . . . The Bush is the crown in

Watson's oeuvre, a magnificent, sprawling ode to the best in Australia, a challenge to us all to

find new ways of loving the country.' The Saturday Paper 'Don Watson's magnificent,

celebratory, contradictory study of the Australian bush will challenge the national

imagination . . . An amiable, learned, playful and engrossing book . . . [A] great, succulent magic 

pudding of a book . . . Most of what we read is nothing like we would have expected . . . There

is a sense that an amiable and eloquent uncle is telling us everything piquant he knows about

theology and culture and land use and the beasts and flora and families of the bush.' Thomas

Keneally, Weekend Australian 'The power of this book does come from the way Watson

positions himself as both an insider and outsider to the Australian bush . . . A meditation on

Australia itself through a reflection on the bush.' Frank Bongiorno, Australian Book Review 'A

sprawling, fascinating book . . . Watson has pulled off a marvel, a book that educates and

fascinates at the same time as it calls for action to preserve some things before they're lost.

The best part, though, is his prose: bare and dry, with a dark sense of humour. A bit like the

country he's describing.' Margot...



About the AuthorDon Watson is an Australian author.--This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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the tree fern – the grandmother, the creek and the eel – a forest and how to clear it – a world of

fire and ash – the lyrebird in the gully – snakes and other terrors – the bush becomes

something elseI remember my mother’s father in a tattered hat and trousers tucked in his

rubber boots, striding like Hiawatha across the paddock from his cowshed. I remember her

mother sweeping. He strode, she swept. She swept as if not to sweep might let the devil onto

the back veranda. Every morning she beat the gum leaves and cypress debris from those

boards, and then from the steps that ran down to the garden, and the path that led past the

vegetables and currant bushes and the lucerne tree that blocked out a view of the milking shed

and the pig pen, one side of which was a fallen tree trunk. And on to the back gate, the

woodheap, and the lavatory in the shade of the cypresses – a grim watchtower with a bench

seat of well-worn planks from which one could see through the cracks in the door to the

chopping block, the place where the old house had been before the great bushfires of 1898,

and the distant blue-green hills. Everywhere she wielded the broom with elbow grease and

grim purpose. The back veranda was her frontier, those steps the ramparts of her

civilisation.The front veranda she swept less often. Like most front verandas in the Australian

countryside, it was not much used. The front garden with the big white azalea, the bee-bush

and the foxgloves she kept in good order, as she did the side one with the snapdragons,

cineraria and wall flowers, but all visitors save inexperienced travelling salesmen, Jehovah’s

Witnesses, and city motorists with flat tyres or boiling radiators came in by the back door. She

would say, ‘I expect the men will be in soon,’ and the men would come lumbering up the steps.

‘The men’ were her husband and sons and they came in for lunch – called dinner – and

morning and afternoon tea. They moved with the stiff-backed, stiff-buttocked gait of farmers

everywhere, scattered the flies from their backs with their hats, let the wire-screen door slap

behind them on its rat-tail spring and sat down in the kitchen with a sigh or a groan. The groan

was partly because their joints and muscles ached with effort, partly from habit, and partly in

imitation of their elders. It was a noise from deep within the culture. There had been no house

fifty years earlier; no farm thirty years before that. But the sense of the house and the farm and

the people was that they had always been there.The meat safe was on the back veranda. So

were the copper, the bootjack and boots and, enclosed at one end, the bath. On Christmas

Day we sat on the veranda and steps and ate our dinner. In the shade on one side of the steps

stood the fuchsia, a native of South America where hummingbirds make love to it, but here it

gets by with spinebills and honeyeaters. On the other side was a tree fern, brought up from the

creek, orphaned and out of place among weatherboards and cypresses, but thriving just the



same. There were always a few bluebottles crawling on the boards with their bulbous

translucent back ends sticking up, and a couple of native bull ants, and an imported blowfly

buzzing about waiting for its dose of Flytox. One year the grasshoppers were bad and they

hopped all over our dinners, and another the steps were stained with the green flesh of

caterpillars. Our elders remembered a year when the train couldn’t make it up the rise to

Thorpdale because of the caterpillars on the rails. But they had been worse in the very early

years: no sooner had the land been cleared of its ancient vegetation and sown down with grass

than caterpillars came and ate the farms clean as the streets of Melbourne, and the cattle

starved.The smallest thing can excite the image of that veranda and my grandmother treading

it, as inexorable as a ghost. The smell of milk, cream, meat and pastry. Cypresses and gums

baking in the sun or stewing in the damp. Rubber boots and dogs stained red by the soil.

Flyspray. Trout. The smell on the days she washed and threw the boiling water from the copper

on the boards and scrubbed it off with her broom. At certain times there was the smell of just-

made jam: melon, raspberry, plum, quince. Farming families made great quantities of jam and

ate it every day; they ran on sugar, along with flour, salt, oats, meat, peas, beans and potatoes.

And butter and eggs, and pumpkins, swedes and scones. We ate like aristocrats. It was a

veranda of smells and tastes and either will bring it back. Made by my mother in the way her

mother did, a scone will do for my memory what that madeleine of his Aunt Léonie’s did for

Marcel Proust’s.The leaves of the gum tree are slightly convex and either long and pointy or

sickle-shaped – both designs for retaining moisture. They hang vertically and provide scanty

canopies that let the light in and make the forest less shadowy than the woods of the Northern

Hemisphere. Their oil glands give the bush not only its distinctive smell, but, on hot days when

the oil vaporises, the beloved ‘blue distance’, as Miles Franklin called it. The same oil makes

the leaves highly combustible and being shaped also to catch the wind, once alight, they are

adept at spreading fires. Only rarely is the ecological strategy suited to the domestic one. While

gum leaves lying on their backs fly away at the merest touch of the broom, leaves face down

move only after several slaps, as if to show that the bush will not surrender to women and

fuchsias. Yet it is possible that deep in the thoughts that accompanied her daily ritual, my

grandmother’s banging of her broom had more to do with the design of her own life than with

nature’s. If the Tom Collins of Such is Life had wandered onto her veranda on a bad day, he

might have seen in my grandmother a little of his puritanical Mrs O’Halloran, who had ‘explored

the depths of male worthlessness’. There was, Tom added, ‘no known antidote to this fatal

enlightenment’.Tough as she was in almost everything, she was also phobic and superstitious.

Crossed knives at the kitchen table portended a family fight. Spilled salt meant bad luck. To

have lilac in the house was to invite death or some other calamity. It might have come from her

English side, which had left London with the second and third fleets. They were convicts,

though it seems no one ever told her, and she handed on to us a tale about their arrival from

which the unwelcome facts had been carefully excised. Snakes and lightning frightened her in

equal measure and she never tired of warning us about them. The first growl of thunder put her

in a state, and as the black clouds swarmed closer she drew the curtains, covered the mirrors

and the cutlery. She always said the storms had been much worse when she was a child and

some of the forest was still standing. The night frightened her as well, or at least to be alone in

it did, though she didn’t mind sending a grandchild on his own to that stygian lavatory, to sit

there in the blackness hardly daring to breathe, waiting for some venomous thing to crawl from

among the toilet paper in the old saddlebag nailed to the wall.I’m not sure that my grandmother

would have said she loved the bush: it was not the kind of thing she was given to saying about

anything or anyone, and her husband, Rechabite and member of the Orange Lodge, was even



less inclined to it. There was a drinking side to the family and an anti-drink side: she was anti-

drink, like her mother, who ran the Temperance coffee palace. But neither side, as far as I

could tell, were much given to hugging or throwing kisses. Whatever affection they had for the

natural environment, and whatever regret they felt about its passing, was buried beneath their

fear of it and their uncompromising purpose – to pay the bills and feed and clothe their

children. Their objectives were not aesthetic or revelatory or spiritual, even if they were

sometimes encouraged in their efforts by Biblical injunctions to tame the wilderness, to live by

the sweat of their brows and so on. If not in doctrine, in psychology they were at least half

Calvinist in the bleak manner of the Scottish east whence in the main they sprang.But farmers

of all religious and cultural varieties incline to the hard matter of fact and to the phlegmatic.

They live with the apparently loveless conception of cows, sheep and pigs, and with the death

of them, and with the weather and failed crops. When needs must, they will destroy a forest

and live with the weeds, pests and regrowth that follow in its train, and any guilt or doubt that

might invade their consciences. To be a farmer, first let the iron into your soul: if dejection

should also get in before you close the gate it, too, is part of your lot. To deflate hope, squash

excitement and expect awfulness is emotional insurance. It is not practical to mourn the death

of a wombat or bandicoot: one may as well mourn the pig that owes its existence to your liking

for bacon. A good dog one may mourn a little, because a good dog is a loyal servant to men

and women and seems to understand their needs, but one should never make a fuss about

these things.A few of the native birds went on singing after their forest was gone and there was

little left to pollinate – the grey thrush, the song thrush, the butcherbird: and the wrens, silver-

eyes, thornbills and fantails that flitted about happily, as if in denial. Every few years a pair of

whipbirds came up from the creek to the garden and tried to build a nest under the shrubs. The

world’s songbirds originated in Australia. Nightingales and mocking birds have Australian

ancestors. Especially in the early morning, a gully in a mountain ash forest might easily be

taken for the nursery of the whole extended singing family.In the daily contest with nature the

women were as determined as the men, as faithful to the cause. But the women made

exceptions of the surviving birds. They talked to them, treated them in the garden as

companions and friends; saw in them, possibly, intimations of grace. Their sweet and friendly

calls, their balletic nectar-sipping sensuality, their brilliance were hints of another, dreamed-

about dimension. I think it was the women’s greatest pleasure to make their gardens borders

between those two worlds – theirs, the world as it was; and the birds’, the world as it had been,

before the Fall.In 1840 the Polish adventurer Paul Strzelecki led a small party into the eastern

end of the South Gippsland ranges that would later bear his name. In the deep gullies of

‘nearly impenetrable . . . scrub, interwoven with grasses and gigantic trees, fallen and scattered

in confusion’ they almost perished. Koalas captured by Charley Tarra, their Aboriginal guide,

kept them alive until they got through to Westernport Bay and made their way to Melbourne.A

year later, W. A. Brodribb, a most enterprising and gifted squatter whose sheep and cattle

grazed at various times in Tasmania, the Monaro and the Riverina, found the going almost as

tough as Strzelecki had. He too was impressed by the ‘immense trees’ and was similarly

inconvenienced by the fallen ones: 100 metres long and ‘like the side of a house to get over’.

As if the trees and the undergrowth were not obstacles enough, the whole of it was bound with

supplejack and creepers. ‘Trying country’, Strzelecki said, but he saw potential in the blue gum

(Eucalyptus globulus) and mountain ash (E. regnans). And Brodribb was impressed enough to

remark on the beauty of the fern groves and the commercial potential of the timber that grew

on their margins, ‘without a branch on the trees for at least 100 feet’. He noted it was very rich

country and would ‘some day be all under cultivation’.If the men who came to clear and



cultivate it marvelled at the bush, only rarely did they say so. They saw the red soil, the

permanent springs, the creek, all signs of rainfall reliably in excess of 1000 millimetres a year,

and they took up their axes. It was an immense labour by not a great many people to clear all

this away and sow it down with grass and clover, oats and maize to feed cows and fatten pigs.

Yet the style of my ancestors’ operation was almost casual. With the permission granted the

landless classes by the colony’s Selection Acts, in 1873, two cousins (and great-great uncles

of mine) David Forsyth and David Scott Graham (natives of Angus), together with George Glen

Auchterlonie, rode into the forest and after exploring for a few days chose two blocks. ‘Dave & I

went there after dinner and pegged out 320 [acres] each,’ Auchterlonie wrote. Then they drew

straws to decide who should get which block. That was the end of July 1873. Forsyth put in his

application for a licence the following month and Auchterlonie three months later.By the end of

September the blocks had been surveyed, and though they didn’t know with much precision

which creek was which or where they all flowed, they set to work ringbarking the big trees and

cutting the scrub. Ringbarking, a practice imported from North America, involved notching the

trunk in a circle to about the depth of an axe-head. ‘After dinner I went with Jim to ring trees on

Daves block I could ring an acre in 2½ hours & Jim could cut down all the saplings in about 2

hours.’ Eight hundred hours (320 acres by 2.5 hours) and a few days’ burning in the late

summer put paid to several million years. The ringbarked trees stood for anything up to a

century, glum spectres good for firewood and parrots’ nests, and believed by some settlers to

‘sweeten’ the soil, while a few giants, outnumbered by pine and cypress hedges, lived on in the

gullies and along the roadsides.More selectors arrived, ‘with such wonderful ideas of the value

of the land that everyone was happy’, as one of the originals recalled. Having crawled from

under the social pyramid, they ‘worked like tigers’ on their own behalf. They hacked at the

understorey, chopped and sawed and ringbarked. For months, in parts of this ‘appalling’ forest

they scarcely saw the sun or anything standing more than 45 metres in any direction. Among

the trees they felled, one, the so-called Cornthwaite Tree at Thorpdale South, was measured

on the ground at 114 metres and declared to be the world’s tallest hardwood. Within a few

years there were three mills at Thorpdale. From one 5.2-hectare lot, 250 000 standard palings

were cut. But vast quantities of timber were simply burned or left to rot.Henry Lawson wrote of

a selector who spent his first two weeks trying to get rid of a single tree, and the next many

months in a futile battle with the weather, diseases of stock, an adjacent squatter, and all

manner of misfortune. Lawson’s selector went broke and mad. Not so these people. The speed

with which the forests were transformed was astounding. By 1878 Auchterlonie had pastures of

cocksfoot 1.5 metres high. He was also growing Yorkshire fog grass, Italian ryegrass, and

English clover, plants that would in time determine the colour and texture of the landscape and

attract new occupants: quail arrived from the grasslands, along with starlings, blackbirds and

Indian mynahs. Crows and magpies multiplied. The selectors passed on memories of eating

little but damper and treacle, and a Miss Moncur recalled eating crows. (In fact they were

ravens, Corvus coronoides, but not to her or anyone else until recently, and she wasn’t eating

them for long.) Auchterlonie and his neighbours were growing berries, hops, wheat, barley and

rape. Very soon they had young orchards of apple trees – Five Crowns, Reinettes, Pippin,

Adams Pearmain and Northern Spy, now vanished varieties. The virgin soil grew legendary

crops of potatoes, colossal pumpkins and marrows; parsnips 76 centimetres long were

reported, and turnips that did for two or three dinners.Forsyth had a cream separator by 1878,

and as they also had flour and eggs, it can’t have been long before they were eating the first of

a million scones. Some selections did not lie as well as others and some had poorer soil, but in

the space of a single generation, on the better blocks the ancient forest became home to



families living in a degree of comfort on what they earned from cream, raspberries and

currants, bacon and grass seed. Twenty cows, because a man could milk about fourteen in two

hours twice a day, and his wife six or eight. The cows got grass and maize and oats; the pigs,

skim milk and pollard. Within a decade and a half a cooperative factory had been established

to make butter that the English squatter Oscar de Satgé judged ‘equal to the best Danish

article’.One old Gippsland pioneer named Holmes reckoned no work required more endurance

than ‘swinging a five to six pound axe from daylight to dark’, scrub-cutting down in the tangled

undergrowth, in drizzle, rain or heat. They called it scrub, even when the top tier of the forest

reached 100 metres high. Among the men who swung their axes up to their ears in razor-sharp

sword grass and all manner of other impediments to swinging, Holmes recalled one who had

been a town clerk, another a miner; a butcher, an architect, a ‘Ceylon nigger-driver’, and a

couple of school teachers. In the teams of scrub-cutters, Holmes knew a Cambridge University

student who drank very heavily and drowned in a dam, and the nephew of an English

baronet.For all the effort with the axe and hoe, the same Mr Holmes spoke of exhilaration:

‘every day spent in opening up the bush, indeed every hour meant the opening up of a new

page of natural history; every fresh step exposed by the intelligent axeman an area that had

never before come under the observation of civilised man’. As for uncivilised man, Holmes

believed the many stone axes they found proved that Aborigines had once roamed the ranges,

but he doubted they had been there since the big forests grew.Later generations would feel

some of Holmes’s gratification when they opened up new land with rotary hoes and tractors,

but nothing could match the sense of conquest that went with the axeman’s labour in the

primeval scrub. We wondered how they did it, and they must have wondered too, and must

have known that we would wonder. As children we heard about how the axemen would scarf

(notch the trunk to control the direction of its fall) a number of trees on a hillside, then fell a

couple of big ones higher up to bring the lower ones down in ‘a vast, crashing, smashing,

splintering, roaring and thundering avalanche of timber’. It satisfied the heart of the axeman to

watch the drama and know that neighbours miles away had heard it. One man, or two or three,

could clear great swathes this way, and the timber all lay parallel and tightly packed and ready

for burning.Eucalypts (and acacias, grevilleas, melaleucas, hakeas and banksias) have hard

leaves: hard in texture, hard for herbivores to digest. They contain toxic compounds to make

them tougher and last longer as litter to mulch the trees from which they fall. The trees are

called sclerophylls because of this hardness. Sclerophylls dominate Australia’s vegetation and

give the bush its character. (It was the Sklerophyllenwald, a German botanist said.) By

ingenious adaptation the species have developed a strategic interdependence with fire.

Evolution has given them a death wish. They need to ‘shower sometimes in Hell’, as Les

Murray put it. Of all the eucalyptus species none is more dependent on fire and more explosive

than the mountain ash which ruled the Gippsland forests my forebears helped cut down. Only

intense wildfires will crack the seeds and get saplings growing in the ash, so every few

hundred years they must ‘commit mass suicide’. Since Europeans took up residence in the

forest they have been doing it much more frequently and, on occasion, with catastrophic

effects.The selectors lived in a world of fire, smoke and ash. They were always burning. They

bonded through fire, gathered as a community for burns – big burns and smaller, cleaning-up

burns. The hotter the fire, the sweeter the grass that followed it, or so the selectors reckoned,

though just as often the sweet grass grew coarse within a year or two, and scrub took over. Big

burns began early in the afternoon on hot summer days, when several men with rolls of

burning bark serially lit the bush to make a circle of fire, and another one adjoining it, and

another, until they had created an inferno. The ‘awful grandeur’ of these firestorms, roaring with



the wind they made, was seared into the memory of old Holmes. When the storm was over it

was as if the last days were upon the earth. The forest had become a sea of fine white ash,

and an unearthly ‘weird, livid, yellowish-green hue’ was cast ‘over all and everything’.The last

days for the forest, but the first day for selectors. A good burn was like the Creation. As they

stood in the ash they saw the sky, the sun and the stars as they hadn’t seen them since

arriving. They saw neighbours’ places they hadn’t seen before. Conversation was possible.

News was possible. Courtship and marriage. Mutual aid. Quite possibly they saw the future.

Burning set them free.Any remaining logs and limbs they levered into piles and burned them

too. And with fires that smouldered for days, they burned out stumps. There was ‘nothing to

compare to the delight’ of gathering round the fires at night – ‘[t]he glow, the darkness, the

scent of bough, the tang of smoke’ – and nothing so enchanting as the evenings when the

scented smoke was rising from tussocks, or stubble, straw, weeds, or whatever had to be

burned to create a firebreak. Eucalypts and men alike enjoyed that shower in hell.The

destruction of so much good timber was ‘madness’. But the man who said that was an

outsider, and a scientist. Gippslanders distrusted both kinds. In any event the clearing was an

official condition of their occupancy. As the same scientist said, ‘There seemed to be in the

departmental mind a dread that selectors might make money out of the timber, so they were

virtually compelled to destroy it’. Compelled by the terms of their occupation, but perhaps also

by the mesmerising pleasure of the act. Burning was a way of life, and also a kind of

mania.The remarkable anthropologist and bushman Alfred Howitt spent years in Gippsland,

and a lot of that time getting to know the Aborigines. Their accounts and his own observations

convinced him that much of the dense forest the Europeans were clearing had been open

forest managed by Aboriginal cool-burning regimes, until the 1851 Black Thursday holocaust

destroyed it. All those stone axes the settlers found beneath the tangle had not been there for

hundreds of years, as Holmes the selector thought, but for just two or three decades. There

were old trees, to be sure, but a much greater proportion of the forest was new and dense and

tangled because of the 1851 bushfires, and many of the parts that had not burned then were a

tangle because the Aboriginal managers had gone. No one can say if the 1851 fires were

started by Aborigines or by lightning and it hardly matters. European occupation brought an

end to Aboriginal supervision of the forest, and wherever it was absent infernos were

endemic.It was all but inevitable another summer day would come, and heat and wind

combined would consolidate the settlers’ burns into fires that crowned and leaped exploding

across the canopies of gum leaves. Designed for just this purpose, in 1898 their moment

arrived. The fires had laid siege to farmers all through the Gippsland hills since the last days of

December. Late in January and early February they ranged around the hills near Korumburra

on the south side of the Strzeleckis, ‘burning pasture and crops, fences, sheds, vehicles, whole

herds of cows and other livestock’. On Red Tuesday, the sky turned a ‘strange shade of purple,

tinged with blood’. When it was over, Gippsland was a ‘blackened waste’. There was ‘nothing

but want and misery’.The fire burned my grandmother’s childhood home, and the hamlet by the

creek in which it stood. With a medley of terrified creatures, she huddled with her mother and

siblings in a clearing as the flames went by. For months afterwards, she told us, her mother’s

cheeks had long thin scald marks from the tears that boiled as they ran down them. She was

just a girl when the fire went through, and my grandfatherwas just a boy when it burned down

his family house 3 kilometres up the road from hers. The one that replaced it was the house

with the back veranda where we spent our childhood holidays.It seems likely that the fire was

in some degree responsible for the sense of possible horror that pervaded our mental

chambers, along with a kind of survivors’ guilt about the real horror that had befallen others.



Children had burned to death in the 1898 fires. One family lost five of their six. Children also

drowned in creeks and dams, were kicked and thrown and dragged by horses, caught in

machinery, struck by lightning; they got chills and died. Our brains were stuffed with the

unspeakable consequences of foolishness. It kept us in order and left us either chronically

sententious like our elders, or chronically foolish.The bush could gulp you, or your children,

much as the dread interior swallowed explorers and drovers and prospectors. A few kilometres

from my place a monument has been erected to some children who got lost in the bush and

died. The lost-children stories are legion. Rosa Praed wrote about a mother finding her toddler

half devoured by ants. Dot gets lost in the children’s classic Dot and the Kangaroo (although

one scholar insists the book is really about her being found). In Such is Life one of Furphy’s

campfire characters, a tank-sinker named Stevenson, tells the unbearable story of his little

brother lost in the bush on his father’s selection. Twenty-five years earlier Stevenson had hit the

boy and sent him home crying, and he was never seen again. Guilt is the poison in these

stories very often. The spot where the boy was last seen, his brother related, was now a

cleared and cultivated paddock. It seems possible that the horror of being lost in it – an ancient

fear, after all – made the bush that much more of an enemy, and removing it that much worthier

a project.When they were not milking or ploughing, burning, grubbing or sowing, our forebears

hacked at the bracken, burrs, bidgee widgee, wire grass, sword grass, prickly currant bush,

bramble and blanket leaf. They hacked at tussocks left over from the forest floor, or at

blackberries and ragwort and the half-dozen varieties of thistle that had come in with these

independent people. That’s what they were at heart. At least that’s what drove them: some

inkling that a man who was not independent lived life in vain. Independent people and those

without independence lived in two different dimensions. An independent man was more of a

man than a man on wages. His wife was more of a woman, and led more of a life for being

married to such a man. A man on wages was at another’s beck and call; he lived in turmoil,

between his master’s approval and the bidding of his own spirit. He was not a natural being, but

a social one. He lived life trying to please other men; an independent man need please only

himself and his Maker. Whether in Gippsland or Iceland, ‘People who aren’t independent aren’t

people’. That alone put the Aborigines in the wrong camp: they didn’t slash away at the

bracken so that they might one day be rid of it. Instead they dug up as many of the

carbohydrate-rich roots as made a meal and roasted them.But if people could be independent

and social, if they could ringbark in the morning, draft cattle in the afternoon and play ping-

pong in the evening, this was enough pleasure for any person. These independent people were

soon enjoying the communal pleasures of church (Methodist), the Loyal Orange and Masonic

lodges, the gun club, the bridge club, quail and duck shooting and, on a conveniently flat

paddock of Auchterlonie’s, cricket. In the new Mechanics’ Hall they played badminton,

rollerskated, and danced to concertina, fiddle and mouth organ, often until dawn. Society

sprouted as quickly as the blackberries that several settlers planted in rows for windbreaks,

which, though they ran wild along the creeks and gullies, provided a bounty of fruit each year.

The hall was built within four years of the first selections; a year later it housed a public library.

School classes were held in the same year the hall was built. Elijah Stranger, having walked 27

kilometres from the nearest station, turned up to teach the first ten children, among them five

from one family. The following year Stranger founded a harmonic society and a debating

society. He taught the local people elocution, speech-making, essay writing and the proper

procedure for public meetings.John Adams wrote in his admirable history that in a hundred

years the district had ‘emerged from a neglected wilderness into a dynamic farming

community’. ‘Neglected’ seems a curious term now. We might say ‘pristine’ or ‘primeval’. But



the selectors would be more inclined to quarrel with the suggestion that it took a century for the

place to become a dynamic farming community. By the end of the nineteenth century James

Forsyth (my great-grandfather, who took over his brother David’s block within twelve months of

his selecting it) had progressed from rural labourer to respectable landed proprietor worthy of

the honorific ‘Esquire’, which in the Scottish mind meant something close to laird. The same

was true of several neighbours. In future, however hard the financial going got, their social

status held. Few modern business enterprises can promise a speedier or more satisfying

return on such modest capital. Nor can the modern minor entrepreneur, or any later generation

of farmers, expect the imperishable fame that was granted those pioneers. All the evidence

suggests that the community was never more dynamic than it was a decade and a half after

the first settlements, and it is doubtful if a community ever had a more gratifying existence than

this one did in those early years.So quickly did they conquer the bush and remove themselves

from the miserable hardships described in the popular literature, as young adults their offspring

attended local costume balls dressed as caricatures of pioneers: as Dad and Mum, Dave and

Sarah and Joe from Steele Rudd’s On Our Selection. As if to mark the transition from bush to

civilisation, for one of these functions my great-grandmother dressed my grandfather and great-

aunt in clothes she made of stringybark. They were not ‘bushies’, as people who live in the

country now call themselves. And they did not live in the bush, as rural Australia has come to

be called. Many of the characters of Furphy and Lawson and Rudd and the predatory oddballs

in Barbara Baynton’s stories might have been ‘bushies’, recognisable at once by their mode of

dress and drawling vernacular, but they were decidedly not us. Bush – or scrub – was

uncleared land, land not yet burned, or land that had been but had ‘gone back’, not to the

original forest, as the term implies, but to an unruly combination of endemic species and exotic

grasses, weeds and vermin. The bush was primitive or regressive. As a late-nineteenth-century

visitor observed, it was ‘the wild up-country’. Perhaps before they built their houses these

people of mine spoke of themselves as being ‘in the bush’, but very soon thereafter they lived

‘in the country’ or ‘on the land’. The bush was of the past, and the past was already an early

form of theme park.While the hillsides had been cleared and all the timber burned, many of the

gullies remained as the first selectors had found them, the tree ferns 3.7 metres high by the

creeks, and on their margins, remaining specimens of blue gum and ash. Lyrebirds (Menura

novaehollandiae)still lived in the gullies: lyrebirds because the fabled instrument of antiquity

bears such a resemblance to the tails male lyrebirds have been sporting for 15 million years. In

that time, to go with their regalia, they developed a coordinated song and dance routine, with

set steps for each of the four songs they sing in succession.The Aborigines valued those tails

and made seasonal visits to the forest to catch their owners and to gather food, including the

crowns of tree ferns which they roasted. The sounds lyrebirds replicate so perfectly are passed

on from one generation to the next. In 1969 a park ranger near Dorrigo in New South Wales

recorded one performing, as if on a flute, two popular tunes of the 1930s. Later he discovered

the tunes had been regularly heard and imitated by an ancestor of the bird that had been a

man’s pet for a while. The same marvel prompted a selector and amateur naturalist in South

Gippsland to wonder if ‘the notes we call the lyrebird’s own . . . [are] . . . instead the notes of

birds of an extinct species’.From the front veranda on a clear still morning, my mother

remembers hearing the lyrebirds in a nearby gully. The birds began with their own brilliant

song, followed by the imitations of other species – bowerbirds, whipbirds, wrens, magpies,

flocks of parakeets and, the most uncanny and spectacular, the kookaburra. These birds they

had been imitating for millennia, but now they added to their daily routines the notes of saws

and axes, and the whistle of the train.A new paper mill offered money for the giant eucalypts



still standing in the famers’ gullies. When burned out, the trunks of these trees were big enough

at the base for a horse and cart or a modest congregation of Methodists. Having accepted the

offer, the Depression-saddled farmers watched as the mill took more than they had allowed

themselves to believe. The lower and middle storeys of the remnant forest went with the upper

one: mountain ash, manna gums, blue gums, grey gums, stringybark, peppermint and

messmates, blackwoods, beech. The sweet-scented wattles, hazels, musk, cotton bush,

lightwood and myrtles; prickly Moses, the ‘lace curtains of supplejack’ (clematis), sassafras,

raspberry, Christmas bush; the tree ferns, maidenhair fern, rock ferns, the wildflowers, lichens

and mosses – ‘the most beautiful mosses’, wrote a Miss Elms of Jumbunna. In earlier days,

she had travelled along avenue-like tracks through this lower storey, with flowering supplejack

festooning the trees, and fern fronds forming arches overhead. And fungi. Australia has

250 000 varieties of fungi, the greatest number of any country in the world. They are ‘essential

in nutrient cycles’, but how this is so is not very well understood. Many are invisible. Among the

visible was the delicious kind that appeared in the paddocks in autumn, in great rings and

incredible abundance some years. Early generations topped up their income with these

mushrooms, if they could get them to market before maggoty grubs mysteriously swarmed in

their flesh.Goannas, lizards, bandicoots, wombats, wallabies, koalas, potoroos, pademelons,

tiger cats, quolls, platypuses, gliders, ringtails, echidnas, and who knows how many

representatives of other species – if not entire species – vanished with these remnants of the

forest. As children we heard them all spoken of, but saw very few. The people from the paper

mill moved into the gullies with bulldozers and wiped it all away. The farmers and their families

never heard the lyrebirds again, and never saw them. If the land had been certified Paradise

itself, the dominion of man’s cows would have still been unconditional.The Narracan Creek

remained. Fed by springs it ran all year round, a metre and a half at its deepest and two or

three wide. Blackfish (Gadopsis marmoratus) and another variety known as ‘slimies’, eels,

crayfish and yabbies were all native to the creek; brown and rainbow trout were introduced for

anglers. Into her seventies, my grandmother could still be persuaded to take a fishing rod and

worms down to the little brown stream where the odd big eucalypt still stood and a few tree

ferns were dying a slow death among the stumps of the old bush. Gippsland crayfish

(Euastacus kershawi), which came up clinging by one claw to our fishing lines, we lifted out

and tied by the leg to a tree, where they couldn’t take our bait, and we returned them to the

creek when we left. Some people ate them; perhaps in unconscious obedience to Leviticus, we

did not.To my grandmother the olive-brown, silvery, snake-like eels were the real abomination.

A biting trout takes the line across the stream, but eels invariably head down it. If she did not

quickly land them, the eels coiled around the nearest submerged log or branch and made

themselves immoveable. As she would no more skin and eat one than she would a tiger snake,

saving her line and tackle was the only reason to land them. The Westernport Aborigines killed

eels by biting the back of their heads. My grandmother put her shoe on their writhing bodies

and cut through to their spinal cords, using the bone-handled table knife with a broken blade.

As the sweet smell of their blood and slime rose to our nostrils, she made more brutal incisions

in their 60-centimetre-long digestive tracts until she came upon the hook and wriggling

worm.These were Anguilla australis, or short-finned eels, a species that can also be caught

from the banks of the Condamine in southern Queensland and in the majority of the inland

waterways, swamps and billabongs east and south of the Great Dividing Range. Eels are

nourishing. Aboriginal groups in south-eastern Australia caught them in slender traps woven

from reeds and placed in artificial ponds. John Batman saw another method near Port Phillip

with stone walls more than a metre high. The Wurundjeri also caught them by wading very



carefully until they felt them in the mud beneath their toes. They smoked them in little houses

made of stone, or baked them in clay. Some they ate, some they traded. White bushmen also

fancied eels: Arthur Ashwin, a model of his kind, used to get them when he was chasing cattle

around Ballarat. ‘The creeks were full of eels,’ he said, and he wondered why they could not be

found in Western Australia.All eels are catadromous: they spawn in the sea but spend the rest

of their lives in fresh water. Australian eels (at about fourteen years of age for males and twenty

or more for females) make epic migratory journeys against the currents to somewhere in the

Coral Sea. Reduced to ‘little more than skeletons with gonads’ by the time they arrive, they

have only enough energy left to breed. And then they die where they were born. As paper-thin

and translucent larvae, the fat eels we pulled from the Narracan Creek had caught the currents

down the east coast of the continent on a three-year journey to the streams in which their late

parents had swum. At river mouths they took on their loathed reptilian shape and headed

inland. By night elvers can make good progress on land, slithering through wet grass to ponds,

watercourses and dams. When we cleaned out our dam in the 1950s the mud teemed with fat,

metre-long eels – ‘mud eels’ we called them, believing they were a different species. Following

my grandmother’s murderous example, at the age of eight, I trudged about in gumboots

chipping off their heads with a spade.If we had no time for eels, what mercy would we show a

snake? By the watercourses and in the swamps there were red-bellied black snakes

(Pseudechis porphyriacus) and lowland copperheads (Austrelaps superbus). The black snakes

were some 2 metres long and thick as an adult’s ankle. Both types were shy, and while

venomous, in the entire history of European civilisation in Australia there seems to be no

recorded instance of a human dying from a black snake’s bite, and very few from

copperheads’. But snakes were snakes: they menaced us in our sleep, coiled in our waking

minds as the weather warmed in spring, and did not leave till Easter. Every now and then some

drongo in the papers would quote statistics saying the chances of dying from snakebite were

so remote we ought to leave them alone. No doubt he didn’t have to share their habitat. In any

event, there was neither science nor any recognisable religion in our thinking, only dread and

loathing, and a more forgiving attitude was not possible. The sight of snakes so antagonised

our primal senses we could never stop to wonder or admire, but went after them with whatever

instrument was at hand: fern-hook, shovel, stick, length of wire, shotgun, or boiling water.A

diary-keeping selector at Woombye in Queensland took the same approach. His daily entries

recorded little more than the nature of his labour, which most days was grubbing, and killing

snakes. On January 6 he reported killing a black snake. On January 7: ‘Seen 3 snakes and

killed 1.’ January 9: ‘grubbing all day in my scrub and killed one brown snake’. February 5:

‘Killed long green snake.’ February 13: ‘Killed 6 black snakes.’ February 17: ‘killed black snake

and green one’. February 20: ‘Killed one black snake.’ February 24: ‘killed one black snake’.

Floods stopped his momentum for a fortnight but he was back on the job by mid-March.Killing

snakes – and dealing with one’s fear of them – was one of the incidental tasks of settlement. It

is the uncanny about them that disturbs us, Freud said. They look at us across ‘one of

evolution’s bridgeless gaps’ and we can find no case for their existence. By making them

loathed of God and a surrogate for Satan (and as Freud also said, the male organ), the Bible

added a moral imperative to the horror they excite in us. A rich, happy, laughter-filled childhood

was unimaginable without snakes. Snake stories are legion among bush people, including, of

course, Aboriginal people, for whom a snake – the Rainbow Serpent – is the pre-eminent actor

in the drama of Creation. It was with a snake that Henry Lawson created an archetype for

bushwomen, in ‘The Drover’s Wife’. A million versions of the same story were told round

campfires and kitchen tables. Had the drover been able to install a vibrating snake-repelling



device, like the one my mother has at her front and back doors, his wife might never have

found herself in the predicament Lawson described – which is yet more evidence that we

would be poorer without them.Australia’s brown snakes, tiger snakes and death adders are

more venomous than the cobras of Africa and Asia, which belong to the same elapid family, but

cobras kill a lot more people. Indeed, numerous as they have always been, the remarkable

thing about Australian snakes is how few people they bite and how few of the bitten die as a

result. Explorers published accounts of traversing the whole continent without once referring to

a snake, much less to a bite from one. If they do strike it is almost always in self-defence, and

they envenom only on about half of those occasions. Settler diaries occasionally mentioned a

death from snakebite, but much more often the talk was of killing them or the fear they excited.

In the past quarter-century about forty people died from snakebite in Australia, which is more

than die from tick bites but only half the number killed by lightning. European honey bees and

horses are ten times deadlier to humans, but as one writer noted, we don’t slaughter every bee

we see or go round hitting horses on the head with a shovel.The forest gone, the watercourses

and springs still flowed and were all the farmers needed for their stock. Most years there was

enough rain for their crops as well. People in other parts of the country had been damming

streams and sinking holes in the landscape for decades. Irrigation was a matter of national

faith. But in this part of the country there had always been water. No one thought of dams until

the 1950s when potato growing became the rage. Then the potato farmers bought up many of

the dairy farms and blocked up the gullies and raided the springs for irrigation water. They

dammed the Narracan Creek. They pumped water from it. By ploughing right to the edges, they

filled it with silt. Their herbicides and pesticides flowed into it. The willows planted by the first

generations of settlers choked it. Carp got into it. In the space of half a century they wrecked

it.Still, when the sun is low on the green hills and the gleaming roadside gums, and the grazing

cattle shine and the cypress hedges throw their shadows on the grass, no one could say it is

not a beautiful bit of the earth. And if you have closed your mind to what was there before, or

do not know, it is no less beautiful for being made by human enterprise and for growing food

and wealth.The Bush Means Workthe Bunurong – Presbyterians and others – the good

farmer’s creed – native creatures present and absent – a world of mud and rubbish - rain never-

ending – the trouble with sheep – the appeal of horses – the kelpie – the farmer in natureWhen

I was two we exchanged those hills for others 65 kilometres west, and that still prolific creek for

a lifeless river called the Bass. We remained Gippslanders, and we were still in the Strzelecki

Ranges, indeed not far from the point at which the explorer scrambled out of the hills to safety.

Our new hills were steeper; blue gums, not mountain ash, were the dominant tree, the soil was

grey, and there were more Presbyterians.The dirt road passing the cattle pit at the end of our

drive stretched for 5 kilometres from the highway to the valley of the Bass River, about as

modest a river as ever went by the name. The first Europeans had seen a crystal stream alive

with blackfish slipping through the blue-gum forest, but seventy years later, when we arrived, it

was a turgid and eroded ruin. Waste from the butter factory half a kilometre up the hill had

killed the river and all the blackfish, eels, galaxia and platypuses that swam in it. In 1943, when

a son of an early pioneer returned after several years away, he was shocked to find ‘a seething

mass of curds’ and reckoned those responsible should pay a price for their vandalism. Of

course they never did. Across the continent, they never did. When we went to school in the

fifties, there were no visible curds, but no life either. By then, instead of pumping the whey into

the river, they were spraying it on an adjacent paddock, from where no doubt a lot of the stuff

found its way to the water by more subtle means.The Bass rises in the Strzelecki Ranges and,

after a journey of 30 kilometres or so, flows into the mud and mangroves of Westernport Bay. It



got Bass from George Bass, the English seafarer who, on his whaleboat voyage of 1798,

discovered the bay, and about a kilometre inland from the mouth of the river, repaired his keel

amid the ti-tree on the banks. Westernport, he reported, was teeming with swans, ducks and

mussels, oysters and oystercatchers. Thousands of seals congregated on the rocks on the

shoreline and around the two islands in the bay. A few years after Bass, sealers established

semipermanent camps with Aboriginal women they had bought in Van Diemen’s Land for

lumps of seal meat and kangaroo dogs.Straddling the Grand Ridge Road on the northern ridge

of the Bass Valley sat the little town of Poowong. We sat on the other side. Every morning of

our schooldays my brother and I went down the hill from our place, across the valley and up

the other side to the town where stood our school, our church and our butter factory – and a

hotel for others. Every afternoon we reversed the procedure. If we were on foot, and the river

was running, we stopped to float a few sticks under the bridge and watch them drift down

between the gums and wattles. When we were not walking we went by car, bus, bicycle or,

occasionally, if one should pass our way, by tractor.‘Poowong’ is said to mean carrion or

putrefaction in the language of the Bunurong, on whose lands the settlement arose. The

Bunurong were one of the five tribes of the Kulin nation. People had lived in the vicinity for at

least 30 000 years, possibly 60 000. The Kulin had been there in a quarrelsome ‘kind of

confederacy’ for an unknown proportion of that vast time. In 1802 a Frenchman attached to the

Baudin expedition met a group of Bunurong a few kilometres north of the Bass River: ‘They

had a white cross upon the middle of the face, their eyes were surrounded with white circles,

and several had white and red crosses all over their bodies.’ Smallpox had ravaged them by

then. With the loss of their lands, fifty years later there were only a couple of dozen left.The

Bass was their road for seasonal excursions to the forests of blue gum and mountain ash that

covered the ranges, and the marsupials, reptiles and birds that lived there. In the five different

but related languages of the tribes, Kulin was the generic word for human being. It seems to

follow that people who were not Kulin were considered at best human beings of a different

order. As the tribes to the east were called Kurnai (or Gunai), which in their languages also

meant human beings, or men, it is no surprise that the two groups were mortal enemies.We

were not so categorical about our neighbours, yet it is true our boundary fences separated

mental realms as well as properties. There were conscientious farmers like us, some with

farms which conscientiousness could not make good, and some who seemed worn out by the

effort. On those 5 kilometres of road there were Plymouth Brethren, Presbyterians, nominal

Anglicans and non-denominated. All were neighbourly enough, even the ones whose habits

were reclusive. Tea and biscuits were on permanent offer in every kitchen, but there was no

partying. The best chance of encountering several of them all at once was in the hay-carting

season, a rare moment of ecumenism when our souls collided in a shower of sweat, and tea

was brought down the paddock by the women. Common tendencies to introversion and voting

conservative aside, the grind of dairying, the mud, the drizzle, the weeds and the limits of hope

had shaped them in different ways, from affable eccentricity to glum and secretive weirdness.

Of course, some were normal like us: in truth, perhaps, more normal. Odd, that so many

experts have looked for the typical Australian in the bush – it was the last thing you would find

on our road.But that’s the thing: whether we speak of the bush itself or the bush as a place of

people, we need to ask, What sort of bush, what sort of people? Tatty scrub or forest, hill or

plain, small holding or large; Catholic, Protestant or sceptic; stoical or not, optimist or

pessimist, fit and strong or less so, anxious or easygoing? What kind of climate, crop or

animal? Because all these determine the kind of work and how well it is done, and the bush is

work.It was little more than an average lifetime since Europeans had first set foot on the land



either side of the road, but it might have been forever. While there was much talk of progress,

life could move no faster than steep hills and the patterns laid down by dairy cows allowed. The

cows made tracks along the hillsides and farmers followed them at the same pace. We noted

neighbours puttering up the road and on any day but market day half wondered where they

were going, or if they might run into the milk truck on one of the two blind corners, or on the

crest. In all the years of watching, they never did. Strange cars excited comment; cars going

more than 30 kilometres an hour, displeasure. We had standards and were always on the

lookout for breaches of them. Nothing dairy farming might inflict on a soul should compromise

a man or woman’s dignity.In his novel Geoffrey Hamlyn, Henry Kingsley said that free men in

the Australian bush never touched their hats to anyone. My father never passed a woman in the

street without touching his – narrow brim, pinched crown, single band, grey, green or brown felt

– and he would do the same to any man he didn’t know or believed worthy of respect. With no

more formal education than the bushmen of legend, and no less affection for the land, he could

not have been less like them. He was a smallholder of industrious, sober and gentle habits,

modest ambition, a mortgage and little ready cash.He split wood under the pine tree out the

back. We could hear the blows: hear the blue gum cleave if the grain was even, tear but not

surrender if knotted, the next blow just hard enough to force it apart, but not so hard that the

axe jammed in the block or sent the pieces flying further than he could retrieve by bending

where he stood. Every move was practised: read the grain, use all necessary force but no

more, so no energy is wasted or bones and tendons jolted. Leave nature minimally alarmed.

Work with the grain of the wood, not against it; always work with the grain. Find the rhythm in it.

As nature has rhythms, what is second nature to a man has rhythms. Don’t force it. In getting a

cow in bail, or drafting sheep in a pen, taking the harrows off the tractor or the horns off a cow,

or saddling a horse, or grubbing a stump, there is a rhythm to be found. As nature finds the

easiest way to do things, find the way of nature. He was a Zen sort of farmer.With even steps

across the hillside he sowed grass seed, each fluid arc of the arm the same, each dip of his

hand into the hessian bag tied like an apron round his waist, the same. While his limbs kept

such perfect time, he seemed to be in time with all around him, with every human being that

ever sowed a hillside, as much a part of this scene as any peasant ever was of his. To calm the

world, he whistled.In the parable, the good soil speaks of a good heart. His heart was as good

as he could make it: every wound of childhood sutured, every savage instinct denied

satisfaction, but not always the indignation that thundered at the uncontained instincts of

others, or signs of them in his children. As God and his conscience ruled him, he could not

always resist their maledictions. The ungodly folk on whom he visited his judgements were

those whose baser natures were not contained: sloth, drunkenness, profanity, foul mouths,

lasciviousness, cruelty, troublemaking and bluster, he could not bear. He tried to love his

neighbour but, as a righteous man regardeth his beast, who could love the neighbour who

mistreated his animals, or the bully who raged at man and beast alike? Or the man who never

cut his thistles or pulled his ragwort so the seeds blew across the boundary fence? ‘The weeds

are the people of the evil one, and the enemy who sows them is the devil.’‘Blessed are the

peacemakers,’ he always said, long after we were sick of it. He internalised his

disgruntlements, rendered them to the same inner authority that kept everything else in check.

And as he ruled himself he would rule this bit of land: with hard work and obedience to the

commandments, with irony and without anger, envy or cruelty. He would make it in his own

image. He would make it decent. Something fit for the Lord or any man to look upon with

approval. A man was permitted pride in his own work, if in little else except his family, and that

in moderation. If it took him his whole life he would make this dirty farm clean. It was only 59



hectares, many of them not so far off the vertical, but he was no less a civilised man for that,

and one on a civilising mission.We had dairy cows, but he always preferred crops and sheep.

Then he began buying yearling heifers from ‘up north’ where they were cheap as a rule,

especially in dry seasons. They would arrive on the train, skinny and half mad, but our good

grass reformed them. He’d calve them down, which is to say, get them in calf (‘pregnant’ was

an impolite word that we did not use in any context), and once they were delivered of their

offspring, he’d break them into the routines of the milking shed and sell them to the local dairy

farmers as replacements for their herds. He also bought springers, heifers already in calf.

Either way, the business involved a lot of bovine copulation, a lot of placenta and blood in the

paddocks, a lot of bellowing and kicking and shitting in the cowshed, and on the way to the

shed through the mud; a lot of dead calves, veterinary bills, ingeniously polite denial of the

brutal reality of our enterprise, and a lot of guilt, loathing and confusion in me.The bellows of

cows separated from their bawling calves, the calf corpses hauled with ropes feet first from

their exhausted prostrate mothers, the heifers madly following the tractor with their stillborn

progeny dragged behind – from this daily puerperal spectacle he would return composed.

Soon after the milking machines fell silent he would come walking through the grey drizzly

murk of a winter’s evening laced with chimney smoke, up from the cowshed to the back porch,

past the doomed calves in the calf shed and the woodheap under the pine, as fixed and

unfailing as the hens settling on their fowl-house roosts, the magpies in the cypresses. He

washed for tea, put on a clean shirt if necessary and combed his hair; never let his standards

slip, or the little rituals that maintained them.Farming is like playing a piano: it is measured

violence. It teaches a man willing to learn that there is a right way and a wrong way of doing

everything. The farmer must meet every effort of nature with a calculated countervailing force:

the thistle with the hoe or spray, the log with the axe or chainsaw, a disease with a drench,

horns with a dehorner. Let things go for a moment and a week’s work will become a month’s,

the month’s a year’s, and very soon the thistles are the size of saplings and the farmer is sitting

defeated in his ant-eaten weatherboard and numbering his days by the level of the lavatory

can. At least that was the impression from some road-gates. Some farmers never moved on to

the spray or the chainsaw; they let their fences fall down, their dams silt up and their hedges

shut out the light. They left the horns on their cows or took them off crudely with a tenon saw.

Perhaps despair or regret, or poetry or nature, had crept into their souls. The difference

between that kind of farmer and the other kind – our kind – was nothing more than a quirk of

fate or character, but the world was divided on these lines.The mental images have not faded.

The subject cannot be separated from the settings in which he worked: the hills and the trees

and the fences and wooden sheds and yards and the cattle and crops and the back porches

with their boots and coats, the smell of mud and manure, and the rush of the westerly in the

pines. In a dry spell he would tap the tank beside the kitchen window. He tapped the barometer

just about every day of his life. In the evening the wind moaned in the Chinese cedars, the

calves bawled, the bulls roared their lust. At night the possums rattled their throats in the trees,

fighting for territory, discouraging owls and dogs. The dogs barked, howled sometimes.

Magpies welcomed the mornings with a warble, the thrush with its thrill of a song.The images

are like photographs, except in most old photographs the subjects are gathered for a special

occasion, a wedding or a dance or a picnic in some Arcadian spot, or just outside their poor

huts. My subject labours on the unornamented earth: ‘That huge and gross body of dust,

stones etc. which supports our feet and affords us nourishment’, as the family Dictionary of the

Bible described it. When photographers followed their subjects to work they made them pose,

on a reaper and binder, or beside a bullock team, on a plank with axe poised 10 metres up a



mountain ash. We have to read what we can from the setting, from the looks in their eyes, the

way they hold themselves. What happened when they moved we can only imagine.Yet the way

he moved is precisely what I remember about him. The images my mind retains are memorials

to the force he exerted on the physical world – or at least the small patch of it on which he had

made his home. So long as it was daylight, living and moving were the same things. Living and

working were the same.It stands to reason then that I remember him in the act of working, for

in physical work he expressed his life’s purpose and the grace this granted him. That is the

puritan’s creed, as well as his fate. Work was what he knew most deeply. With farmers of his

generation and before, it was often all they knew, all they had time to know. At the same time

as these images speak of abundant self-possession and power over their environments – and

over their children – they also resound with what they did not know.A handful of Methodists

have as much claim as anyone to be the founders of Poowong. They were the first to build a

church: a simple wooden chapel high on the ridge, facing the cold southerlies. There among

the felled and bleaching ringbarked trees they sang of sin and self-delusion, of grace and love,

and of their confident belief that when they ‘quit this cumbrous clay,/And soar on angels’ wings

away,/ My soul the second death defies,/And reigns eternal in the skies.’ It’s still there, declared

a ‘historic’ chapel now, up the hill from the old Bunurong campsite.Presbyterians and Anglicans

followed and built their churches in more sheltered positions. In the 1950s one family

commanded both the butter factory and the front pew of the Presbyterian church, and with

three or four allies from the better farms, they pretty well ran the church and a good deal of the

town itself. Presbyterians seemed to have more than their share of the good farms, and some,

like ours, that were not so good. Some selector families had done well enough in the first fifty

years to build what were called ‘fine homes’: stately weatherboard houses of generous

proportions and verandas on three sides. When the weather was kind and the flowers were in

bloom, ladies held garden parties. Our house had been built within a few years of the first

packhorses arriving and was a pretty basic affair, but at least it was soon sitting in a garden.It

might be going too far to call it feudal, but hierarchical the community most definitely was. To be

on the land – even very steep, bracken-and-burr-infested and heavily mortgaged land – was to

have an unspoken edge in respectability. To be Presbyterian sharpened the edge a little. In

Western Australia, the early-twentieth-century Irish Presbyterian James Twigg had the ‘sense

of difference’ even though his faith had lapsed and his land was so benighted he had to hunt

possums and rabbits and hire himself out castrating lambs. The land reduced him to a ‘ghoul-

like looking creature’. Yet he thought the universal franchise was a curse on the country; to give

a tramp a vote equal to that of a landowner was madness, and he cleared out to Africa.True, a

handful of our local business owners were respectable enough, but in general it was suspected

that towns inclined naturally to wickedness, and that children of the farms best keep their

distance from children of iniquity. ‘God made the country, and man made the town’, as William

Cowper said. The thought had come down from the Old Testament: every town was a potential

fleshpot, and it was a fact beyond dispute that people living close together and without cows to

milk and calves to feed were prone to mischief, particularly in the evenings. There were

rumours. ‘Apparently’ they were more than rumours.So long as the people of the country are

the real Australians, other people are less real. This might be only to say less distinctively

Australian, or it might mean out of touch with reality and real people, and not knowing which

side their bread is buttered on. Then again it might mean effete, parasitic bludgers: sybarites,

late risers, people with no conception of what it is to be at the mercy of the elements, the

needs of animals and soils, unreliable markets. E. J. Brady, a friend of Henry Lawson and a

would-be Jack London of the bush, thought bank clerks and their like – the ‘idlers’ and



‘dandies’, ‘pigmies’ and ‘vegetables’ in the cities – were akin to a third sex. Bush people led

lives of ‘strength and usefulness’; city life was all ‘weakness and futility’. Bush people did not

need to think this to know it at some level.A Gippsland historian and long-time observer of the

province, Patrick Morgan, described the Calvinist mentality of a typical South Gippslander as

‘tight, closed, devoted to one single thing with religious fervour to prove himself worthy’. By

worthy he means of ‘the elect’, who, he says, paraphrasing the sociologist Max Weber, ‘took

the place of the absent aristocracy’. This may not have been true of every community in those

hills, but it was true of Poowong. Not that the non-elect took much notice: along with the sturdy

Anglicans and a residue of the founding Methodists, there was an equally staunch bloc of

sceptics and Epicureans who gathered by the local garage on a Sunday morning to talk about

the football of the day before and – I thought bitterly with my head down in the back of the car –

to snigger at God’s elect chugging by to worship at the Presbyterian church.The old women

who gathered under the trees after the service were too blackly fearsome for a boy to more

than glance at. Viewed through a child’s eyes, the men might have risen from the grave for the

occasion; their transparent skin like parchment maps, with brown blotches and deltas of fine

blue lines, stretched so tight across their noses and around their mouths it was a wonder they

could talk, much less sing hymns. They had been born in Victoria’s heyday, never knew

sunscreen or moisturiser, and had long since forgotten their own teeth. But through those taut

lips talk they could, doubtless of milk and cattle prices, sheep – there were still some in the

district – the coronation, cricket, Suez, and the weather both recent and forecast, including the

long-range forecast. The long range forecaster was Inigo Jones, who reckoned the weather in

35-year cycles which he believed were determined by astronomical events. Job had had as

much to go on. In the absence of satellites, computers and knowledge of the Southern

Oscillation Index, his forecasts were hokum. But, wanting to believe in him much as they

wanted to believe in God, the Presbyterians were prepared to grant him the same benefit of the

doubt.Our new farm was a broken-up bit of an old selection – the steeper bit, without river

frontage, but most of it lay well enough. There were a couple of springs and a tussocky swamp;

watercourses where, for want of protection from the sun, a dozen tree ferns slowly expired

among the hawthorn and blackberries; a paddock in which some of the original blackwoods

and swamp gums had survived, and a bank where hazels had. The boundary fence was

broken down and the farm on the other side of it was a prodigious mass of blackberries,

bracken, thistles and ragwort, as were the steepest parts of ours. Rubbish, it was called, and in

my youth and childhood it lay at the heart of the meaning of work.Work meant getting rid of it.

A paddock with rubbish in it was ‘dirty’. The provenance of the matter to be destroyed was not

important; native bracken and burrs – we had a ‘burr paddock’ – were as much rubbish as

Scotch thistles or capeweed. A second cousin who often stayed with us used to say that

bracken was pretty. She was right: it looks beautiful under gum trees and on the banks of

creeks, the purply older fronds beneath the tender green ones capturing light and stillness

according to the breeze. Selectors, surveyors, and others obliged to sleep on the ground made

their beds from it. But in a paddock, competing with the grass and clover, it was a pest. We

sliced it away with our fern hooks, year after year, until it gave up. Ragwort, an exotic, was even

dirtier than bracken. You didn’t cut ragwort, you pulled the flower heads off it and stuffed them

in a bag.The aim in the paddocks was as for the veranda and kitchen – to make a world

without blemish. Making enough to live on was the first imperative, but an aesthetic of

spotlessness also drove our efforts. Only in what was clean and orderly did the possibility of

beauty exist. And if beauty is truth and truth beauty, then truth too could only exist where there

was no rubbish. What lived in rubbish if not the iniquitous fox, snake and rabbit? Herein lay the



moral imperative of our lives: whatever was dirty was also shameful. To live with a dirty farm

was as if to live without changing one’s underwear, it was to let oneself go, to sink into some

dark empire of failure and disgrace, halfway to hell itself.The roadsides, too, contained rubbish:

introduced grass species, hawthorn, self-sown plum and apple trees, native wattles, hazels

and musk, coprosma, cotton bush, blackwoods, burrs that caught on socks, the riparian clumps

we called tussocks, and sword grass which had sliced the hands of the pioneers and the flesh

of their packhorses, and sliced our hands too when we were careless enough to trail them

through it. Making our way from school, we walked a sort of concourse of natural history. At the

bottom of the hill, 200 metres from the road gate, stood a colossal stump, 4 metres high and 2

across. The Methodist patriarch Caleb Burchett reckoned he cut down a blue gum that

measured 111 metres and was 600 years old. It might have been this one. The nicks high up in

its side had been made by axemen for the planks they stood on when they cut it down. They

looked like eye sockets, still staring blindly across the Bass Valley long after all life had gone.

Two ceramic insulators were screwed to the stump, and into the 1950s the telephone line that

ran through them connected our road to the world.Of course the land was more productive for

being clean, and to most eyes more attractive. It may be taken as another effect of the bush on

my character, if not the nation’s, that the same drive to cleanliness also taught the child to

forever spot the thistle in the host of golden daffodils; to see the imperfection, or even the

potential for it, before he saw the loveliness. This was a consequence as unavoidable as the

contrary one, which was to be tempted beneath the blackberries with the fox.My father’s father,

who had come with us to the new farm, quickly planted a Norfolk Island pine and a row of

mixed Northern Hemisphere conifers. Rhododendrons and other plants brought from the

former property went in down one side of the house, the beginning of what, through the steady

exchange of cuttings, roots and bulbs with neighbours and relations, would become our jardin

anglais. In the paddocks there were still a few tall blue gums and messmates, and each year

another remnant, a koala, would clamber over the fences and run the gauntlet of cows with

lethal horns and seat itself in one of the gums. Sometimes it brought a young one on its back.

We’d gaze up at them, much as we might have looked at a manatee if one had turned up in the

dam. From our beds at night we heard their pig-like grunts, a noise which in the bush is

capable of frightening campers a kilometre away.The Kulin people called koalas Gurrboors,

according to Georgiana McCrae, but she called them ‘a sort of sloth’. Koala bears we called

them, and at other times they were called monkey bears and marsupial bears. Of course,

they’re not bears at all. Phascolarctos cinereus, meaning ash-coloured pouched bear, roughly

speaking, evolved from a kind of wombat. When they gave up the wombat’s phenomenal

digging ability for life in the eucalypts, they took with them the wombat’s pouch, which in

consideration of their young who would otherwise be buried when they burrowed, faces to the

rear. In one of those not uncommon flaws in evolution, this meant that the female koala was

stuck with a pouch that faced downwards, an obvious inconvenience for a mother that sits in a

tree. Evolution solved the problem by coming up with a kind of drawstring.On the family farm

they sat in the blue gums. Where I now live, they seem to prefer the mannas, but I have seen

them climb other trees as well. A neighbour says he has seen them eating pine needles. One

New Year’s Eve I heard two sulphur-crested cockatoos in a manna gum screeching wildly at a

koala as it made its way up a stringybark. Perhaps they were telling it that it was up the wrong

tree. As it adapted to the sclerophyll age and the meagre diet of leaves it allowed them, the

koala’s brain shrank to a fraction of its former size. Koalas are to be found in a dozen different

eucalypt species along the east coast as far as Cape York, where they are much smaller, and

inland along corridors of river red gums. They sleep or rest for 19–20 hours a day; the



remaining hours they give to eating toxic, indigestible and pitifully unnourishing gum leaves. No

other creature bigger than an insect could sustain itself on such a diet.Koalas are a protected

species and a ‘national icon’, which must mean that these endearing if pea-brained creatures

represent something we cherish. Time was, when the bush was deciding the native soul, we

thought less highly of them. They make poor eating, the flesh being muscular and smelling

powerfully of eucalyptus, but this did not save them. As if it wasn’t enough to cut down the trees

they lived in and depended on for food, they were, along with most other fur-bearing creatures

of the forest, hunted for their skins – about fifteen made a reasonable rug or bedspread.

Millions were exported in the early part of the twentieth century: in 1919 at least a million from

Queensland alone. Economic slumps were bad for native creatures. Across the country vast

numbers were shot, poisoned, or by various means hooked out of trees when governments put

a bounty on their hides to help necessitous farmers and the unemployed during hard times in

the 1920s. Having made them a species of rural subsidy, Queensland established a koala

sanctuary in 1927, but in South Australia they were hunted to extinction.Oscar de Satgé was

out driving on the Darling Downs with a fellow sheep man named Mason when they chanced

on ‘a quaint fight between two eagle-hawks and a native bear; the eagle hawks were getting

the best of it, and being too engaged in the fight to observe us, allowed Mason to get within

shot, so he first shot one hawk, then the other; but when he got to the bear, that showed fight,

and we had to knock it on the head too’. Arthur Henry, son of the first selector on the land at

the bottom of our road, and also a bush memoirist, only thought twice before killing koalas

because skinning them meant putting up with the stink. As a teenager Arthur set snares to

catch wallabies too. He appears to have caught them in numbers, along with ‘kangaroo rats,

tiger cats, etc.’, and on one occasion a young woman, ‘but within a year, a disease (worms)

killed the wallaby in Gippsland, they died like flies. I have seen them hopping along and drop

dead.’I have never seen a wallaby in the district, nor a kangaroo rat or a tiger cat. Nor, in our

part of it, a lyrebird or a Leadbeater’s possum (Gymnobelideus leadbeateri), the endangered

relict species that inhabited the Bass Valley in the days of the great forest. What sort of

wallabies they were Henry did not say, but it’s likely they were red-necked wallabies (Macropus

rufogriseus), also known as brush wallabies or brushers and in Tasmania as Bennett’s

wallabies, which continue to thrive in other parts of the eastern seaboard. Who knows how

many other wondrous little things vanished? In the Victorian Wimmera in 1846, a settler

reported a burrowing canary-yellow mouse that the Aborigines hunted, but there the record

ends, and the mouse with it we must presume. If once there had been a canary-yellow mouse

in the Wimmera, might there have been an orange or navy-blue one in Gippsland?Arthur

Henry never saw a kangaroo in our part of the world – a blessing because in places where

they thrived they were ‘a great evil’ to the farmer, he said. Now there are kangaroos where

there were never kangaroos before. We have seen them through the kitchen window of the

family house, grazing in the paddock on the other side of the road.Birds aside, there was little

else in the way of original animal inhabitants. No bandicoots, goannas or wombats had

survived the early settlers. They hated wombats almost as much as they hated snakes.

Common wombats (Vombatus ursinus) are wonderful burrowers, though their distant cousins,

the 40-kilogram southern and rare northern hairy-nosed wombats, are more wonderful still. A

common wombat’s hole can be a metre wide at the mouth and extend for at least 20 metres,

with more than one entrance and more than one sleeping chamber. The southern hairy-nose

builds tunnels up to 60 metres long and 4 metres deep. Because their range is so wide and

they have no more regard for fences, pipes and the foundations of buildings than they do for

crops and gardens, they were a nuisance to just about everyone who lived on the land. In



Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia and New South Wales they were declared pests for much

of the twentieth century and ruthlessly hunted with guns and cyanide. They vanished from our

district for half a century (and from some places for good); then, about twenty years ago, they

reappeared. Their habits have not changed, and landholders are muttering about declaring

them vermin again.Despite their gormless appearance, wombats are at least as bright as the

brightest dog and easily the cleverest marsupial. They can run 100 metres in less than ten

seconds and maintain a speed of 40 kmh over 150 metres, which no human could do on rough

ground. Dante Gabriel Rossetti adored them and wept upon the death of one of the two he

kept in England. George Bass ate one and found it more than acceptable, but the Aborigines

seem to have shunned their flesh.We did have what we called mountain possums, and for

once we got the name right. They look like the common brush-tails (Trichosurus vulpecula),

which do well in the cities and prodigiously in New Zealand, but ours were mountain brush-tails

(Trichosurus cunninghami). They have shorter ears and tails than the common brush-tail and

are steely-grey rather than silvery and have more black on them, though brown and creamy-

yellow colourings are common in both species. At night, when excited by rival possums, dogs

or the prospect of a mate, our mountain possums made a very loud and startling noise – a

‘grating throat-chuckle’, as Mrs Charles Meredith said in her Notes and Sketches.Textbooks

describe them as highly sedentary, and that was certainly true of a very big one that lived in

our toolshed, up on a shelf among the old cartons of sheep dip, DDT, and cans of herbicide we

used on blackberries – 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T, the same stuff the US Army used to defoliate

Vietnam.From the earliest Europeans to the soldier settlers, poor farmers were obliged to eat

possums – brush-tails and smaller ringtails alike. Ringtail possums are very pretty and

adventurous, especially when going after rose shoots. They use their long prehensile tails as

an extra hand, not only for climbing and balance, but for carrying nesting material and food.

Powerful owls (Ninox strenua) eat one ringtail every night, on average. If not a staple to the

same degree, possums were a regular supplement for all kinds of bushmen. There were

settlers who reckoned the meat tasted no better than gum leaves, and was fit only for dogs and

cats, but on a station on the Upper Yarra in 1841 Penelope Selby declared possums ‘the nicest

wild animal I have tasted here’. ‘[T]he sport most in vogue with Australian youth resident in the

bush is opossum shooting by moonlight’, wrote Sylvester Doig, a Scottish Highlander who lived

in the subtropical Queensland bush and planted a lot of fruit trees in the midst of it. He couldn’t

stomach the slaughter of ‘these helpless simple animals’. Mrs Meredith was introduced to the

‘barbarous mysteries’ of ‘possumin’ around 1840. She deplored it as ‘mere wanton cruelty,

which, to gild its villainy, assumes the name of “sport”’. On the other side of the continent, Roy

Kelly of Pemberton, Western Australia recalled the ‘possum moons’ of the 1930s Depression

years when he would go out hunting them for their skins. Millions of possum skins were

exported.‘Possumin’ was still in vogue with some youths I knew in the 1950s, but they got

nothing for the skins and they didn’t have to eat them. One year we had flying foxes in the

orchard, and my father went with a spotlight and the shotgun. I don’t remember seeing any

dead ones: I like to think he just fired a few warning shots over their feet. Roy Kelly combined

the possums with quokkas (one shilling a skin) and water rats (18 shillings) – until the quokkas,

pygmy possums and quolls ‘disappeared like a magic wand’.Possums, Tim Flannery tells us,

have ‘the most flexible ankles of any living mammal’. It is because they can ‘dislocate’ them

and point them backwards that they are able to scurry down tree trunks head first. Almost as

remarkable to European observers was the ability of Aborigines to scale the trees in pursuit of

them: for grip they took an axe to cut notches for their free hand and big toes. Possums were a

staple in Aboriginal culture; everywhere they existed they were food, and in cooler climates



their skins were scraped, decorated with abstract ‘scroll’ designs, and sown with sinew from the

possums’ tails into full-length cloaks. Worn ‘fur out’ and like a Roman toga, they were an

‘exceedingly graceful garment’ and ‘almost impervious to rain’, the Murray River settler Peter

Beveridge said. The same people wore possum-skin bands around their loins, possum-skin

armlets and headbands of possum skin dyed with red ochre. They applied heated possum

skins to snakebites, tied skins with sinew into balls and played games of football with them. To

ensure the scars of initiation were pronounced and permanent, possum fat mixed with ash was

forced into the incisions. Among the tribes who wore possum cloaks it was customary to inter

the dead with them: a corpse the explorer John Oxley disinterred by the Lachlan River was

wrapped in possum skins, and Georgiana McCrae saw the people near her place on Port

Phillip Bay wrap ‘a possum-rug about the corpse, which they interred in a sitting position, the

elbows on the knees, the chin supported by the left hand, and the opposite one laid, with the

fingers open, along the angle of the jaw’.The only creatures we shot were rabbits and the

occasional fox. There were always plenty of rabbits, although with the miracle of myxomatosis

we never saw the hillsides move with them as our parents and grandparents had. Introduced in

1950, myxo reduced the nation’s rabbit population from an estimated 600 million to 100 million

within a couple of years. The stories of the plagues were passed down to us, together with the

loathing, and from an early age we were encouraged to trap and shoot, and join in any other

anti-rabbit exercises, including ripping, smoking, ferreting and fumigation. Larvicide was the

fumigant, the trade name for chloropicrin, which in the First World War had been used with

great effect against men. Nothing was considered too cruel and, after all, not even our steel

traps were as cruel as myxo. We would see a myxo rabbit from time to time, blind and barely

able to move. Once a creature makes vermin of itself it is beyond pity. Foxes fell into the same

category. True, they killed rabbits, but hens and newborn lambs were also part of their diet, and

they spread blackberries. We shot them for the 10 shillings the shire gave us for each pair of

ears we took in.Birds I spared in obedience to my Gould League of Bird Lovers pledge, except

for crows, of which I shot three and remain sorry. I heard of people shooting magpies and I

think my brother may have taken out one that swooped him. The Italian newcomers were said

to shoot wrens and thrushes, and were reviled for it. I never heard of anyone taking a

kookaburra’s life. The kookaburras of children’s storybooks battled with snakes, and that was a

good enough reason to like them. Their charismatic bird form and their weird and spectacular

call were other reasons. A kookaburra’s laugh sent a signal that something essential was still

right with the world, the vanished bush was still alive but living in another sphere. But in

Western Australia the bird is hated as an eastern interloper and a destroyer of local species.

Tasmanians, to whose island state the kookaburra was introduced, feel much as West

Australians do and are free to shoot them. We could never do such a thing, even though we

have photographs of a kookaburra swallowing a duckling. Recently my brother watched as one

repeatedly hurled itself against a full-grown goanna that was climbing a dead gum tree, a

spectacle that was all the more enthralling, he said, because the kookaburra never stopped

laughing.Many of the bush birds have adapted, and learned to live with imported mynahs,

sparrows and blackbirds, but as some have vanished with their habitat, new species have

arrived. Thirty years ago we never saw a galah or a sulphur-crested cockatoo on that farm.

Galahs are now permanent residents and cockatoos regular visitors. We had only eastern

rosellas, like the one on the tomato sauce bottle: they have gone, and today crimson rosellas

zoom around the place and utter their little bell-like cry while nipping new stems off roses. In

the first four decades of the family’s time there, when a thousand or more millimetres of rain fell

most years and water lay in the paddocks and gushed down the gullies, wild ducks were



unknown. They came as the years got drier. They bred in dozens on the dams. A first settler on

the Bass wrote of birds we never saw: jays, satin bowerbirds, lyrebirds, ground thrushes,

whipbirds, leatherheads, black cockatoos, and some he called ‘woodpeckers’ and some

‘whistling jackasses’. There were no magpies; they came with the clearing and the cow pats

and drove out the jays. And no ravens; they also followed the settlers in. There were things he

called ‘pugney possums’ and chattering ‘flying squirrels’, tiger cats, bandicoots and various

‘creeping things’, but nowhere near as many snakes as there were after the bush was cleared.

The Bush Heather fawcett books, the woods heather, is heather an invasive plant, the bush

twins, the bush family, the bush school, the bush administration, the bush company, buy from

the bush, the bush australia, the bush boys canada, skippy the bush kangaroo

A Room Made of Leaves, After Story, House of Kwa, The Echo Chamber, Saturdays at Noon:

An uplifting, emotional and unpredictable page-turner to make you smile, The Animals in That

Country, How to End a Story: Diaries: 1995–1998, Ciao Bella!: Six Take Italy, Mary's Last

Dance: The untold story of the wife of Mao's Last Dancer, Growing Up Aboriginal in Australia

Chris Bell, “Challenge yourself about our sentimental Bush Myths.. Well written, hugely

knowledgeable and well informed, comprehensive story of The Bush in myth, fiction and fact.

Daunting in its comprehensive sweep of the effects of ('modern") man on the continent. No

hint of rant, or cant, but replete with challenging information on our effect on this island's

natural world.Honest to the core, but will not be well received in some quarters. Refuses to be

drawn into the stale and cliched waters of the "black armband" debate about our history.Same

or similar stories could be told about all of Europe, I expect, except that it all or mostly

happened there in pre recorded history eras.”

Shirley Knuckey, “An absolute treasure. I started this book as we were shortly to take an inland

tour through Australia's heartland. I was totally gobsmacked by the knowledge across multiple

aspects of the writer. He seemed to have an infinite understanding of not only detailed history,

but botany, zoology, psychology, social anthropology, politics let alone huge amounts of

geography of Australia. The detail is phenomenal, and as it is in memoir-mode his own

recollections enliven the narrative. One thing I missed though, was a selection of maps and

diagrams. A reader can feel s/he might have virtually no idea of the locality under inspection. I

tried Google maps and didn't fare much better. Photos were good but could have been more

fully captioned. Our Ghan trip from Adelaide to Darwin though not the immediate focus of the

book, was rendered much more insightfully enjoyable because we had read this book. I had

The Bush with me through our holiday and kept on dipping into it. Incidentally - it is a dip-into

book - open any page and pick up interesting paragraphs straight away. Thoroughly

recommendable by all who have got past the Brizzie to Melbers perception that that's all

Australia is!”

rogerdawkins, “Australian adaptation. Enjoyed the synthesis of bush folklore, botanical science

and Australian history. Watson encourages us to feel guilt for the actions of our colonial

families but to respect their fortitude and adaptation to a hostile world. It is humbling to
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appreciate just how much the the immigrants had to learn and how quickly the diverse

collection of discards created a shared knowledge based largely on oral history. Partly also by

reading the changes in the flora and fauna. Remarkable also how some, perhaps many,

indigenous individuals adapted.  There can be some pride to temper the guilt.”

DougJ, “Read this, Australians, and know yourself and your country a lot better.. I can't

remember the last time I read non-fiction that I found so difficult to put down, aided by

Watson's considerable literary gifts and sardonic wit. More importantly (and I know how

pompous this is going to sound but I don't care) you will not understand yourself as an

Australian until you have read this book and for those in other countries, you will not

understand Australians until you have read this book. (I'd venture to suggest that Americans

and Canadians will find much that they recognise in their own history and culture.) Doesn't

matter if you loathe, love or ignore 'the bush', this has to be on your must-read list.”

Bopam in Phoenix, “Good Friends. The book was a gift to two very special friends who left for

Australia.  It turned out that it was a book that they had been wanting to read.  End of story.”

Colin Parker, “Interesting and thought-provoking read.. Interesting reading from someone

prepared to challenge conventional thinking regarding the Australian character, such that it is.

A dispassionate, though personal, well-researched account of how Australia's environment,

both social and physical, has become what it is today.”

betty breen, “Australia matters. His remembrances, observations and narrative stimulate every

sense we have. The fact that he does not write from a place of judgment. He describes a land

we know so well though not knowing always the reasons for it transformations and the affect

that humankind has created on its condition.I think this book would be marvellous as

compulsory reading in our education system. It can only enlighten and stimulate the

compassion and desire to understand and nurture this land, it's flora and fauna. And this man

writes so beautifully.”

Paul Williams, “Terror australis. A must read for all Australians and anyone else wishing to

understand the character of its people. The 'colonial project' is still underway in Australia and

nothing illustrates Australia's successful dissemblance of rapacious extractivism in the guise of

patriarchal beneficence than Australia's troubled relationship with the bush.”

John Davies (Dr), “The Bush, you are standing in it!. Besides Laseron, Face of Australia, very

few books encourage the reader to develop an insight into Australia. The book goes beyond

being a document detailing history and geography to offering reasons that generate an

understanding of present day Australia. It is also a vertical book, you don't need to start at the

beginning like a novel but can be dipped into at any point.Highly recommended for tourists,

travellers and long term residents. Beautifully written as one would expect from a speech

writer!”

siggy, “Myths debunked. A must read for migrants to Australia, of which I am one. It provides

insight into the often perplexing attitudes displayed by the descendants of the first invaders

and early immigrants. It also builds appreciation for the diversity of Australian flora which, on

superficial observation (particularly by Europeans) can look monotonous. And Don Watson

achieves it all in an engaging, story telling way. Thank you Don!”



Ebook Tops Reader, “The Bush. In my opinion, Don Watson joins Tench and Wentworth,

Lawson and Clark , Franklin and Gunn and more recently Keneally, Hughes and Grenville as

writers who have told of our past in such a raw and revealing way.This is a remarkable read,

informative, confronting, amusing in parts. It reminds us all of what most of us already know,

but in a manner that spikes our conscience and strips away the myth.As a 6th generation

Settler, where the previous 5 generations were of the Bush, I was fortunate to have benefitted

from first hand recollections of family history - an appreciation of the rigours of life in the bush -

from Sydney Cove to the wilds of the Hawkesbury, the Murrumbidgee and the ancient forests

of northern NSW - every step a hard yard, the floods and fires, infant mortality, the grog and

domestic violence, the endemic and mostly acceptable crime, the social divisions between free

and fettled settlers and the disdain for the city toffs. My father often spoke, like Watson, of the

loneliness and sullenness of the bush, enough to make you want to jump off a high cliff, he told

me. Watson absolutely nails the narrative by drawing on the experiences and writings of so

many.Such revelations-too! Not the least that the Aussie blow fly, the infamous dunny budgie, is

not a true Australian, but another of our bulging feral population - and that Dingos and blue

Northumberland made the blue cattle dog.Quotes there are many - but for me, this one is

special - "Our happiness, in the main, we owed to our cows. A good jersey looks a bit like

Audrey Hepburn.The other that rings true is Joseph Furphy observations in Such is Life - ‘it is

easier to acquire gentlemanly deportment than an axe- man’s muscles; easier to criticise an

opera than to identify a beast seen casually twelve months before; easier to dress becomingly

than to make a bee- line, straight as the sighting of a theodolite, across strange country in

foggy weather; easier to recognise the various costly vintages than to live contentedly on the

smell of an oily rag".This politely describes the massive gap between the bush and town tribes,

so to speak and to a large extent it's still very relevant.Finally, I have always been incensed by

the vicious destruction of the Gonwana ecology by the first and subsequent settlers, to the

degradation of our rivers, forests and fauna and the genocide and unnecessary murder of

entires tribes of aborigines. My Irishness caused me to blame the British for being so greedy,

vicious, short-sighted and in fact stupid, but Watson had helped me to understand that the

blame lies with us all. He points out that time changes perspectives. The Aborigines and early

settlers in Gippsland lived in a garden of Eden-like place, with ancient tall timbers, wild grass 2

metres high, clear steams and rivers teeming with fish, valleys of ancient ferns and trees and

within a couple of decades, the ringbarkers and loggers had completely destroyed this

paradise, wrenching it's marvels from us and our children. Yet today we drive the Grand Ridge

Road and marvel at the beauty of the topography, the lush greenery and the fat livestock.

Watson suggests that both nature and the modern observer have adjusted to the new reality,

so much so that the old has become irrelevant.What angers me still is that we still persist in

converting old growth to toilet paper but I feel we are edging closer to the inevitable conclusion

that enough damage has been done.”

Christy, “Four Stars. Heavy going but thoroughly informative . Well worth the read especially for

those not born in Australia.”

The book by Heather Fawcett has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 45 people have provided feedback.
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